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FOLDED HOUSE
SOUTHFIELDS, WANDSWORTH, SW18

An angular, aluminium-clad rear extension and refurbishment
with triangulated steelwork and dramatic roof
The roof is formed from three ‘folds’ framed in triangulated
steelwork and infilled with exposed timber framing, with an
angled custom rooflight reinforcing the geometry. Externally the
aluminium cladding features an oriel window which frames the
garden view from the kitchen. Concrete floors, exposed brick and
white painted timber complete the restrained material palette.

SIZE BEFORE: 126 SQM SIZE AFTER: 160 SQM COMPLETED: MARCH 2018
ARCHITECT: PROCTOR & SHAW STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: D. FRYER
ENGINEERING MAIN CONTRACTOR: DIAMOND CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
PHOTOGRAPHER: STÅLE ERIKSEN

HOUSE REVISITED
MUSWELL HILL, HARINGEY, N10

A steel-framed extension with cantilevered o
the garden brings light and transparency into
and extended Edwardian house

The core of this building and the rear
opened up and radically changed. Conceptuall
interstitial space provides a way of revisiting t
the house. The front and rear living rooms are
hallway through to the extension is opened up
At loft level, the space is opened up with large
and folding screens. New parts of the house a
different in their execution, apparent in the ju
old and new. The exposed steel structure of th
cantilevered opening to the garden, sits lightly
masonry. Shadow gaps, exposed plaster and c
kitchen abut skirting boards and cornices in th

SIZE BEFORE: 204 SQM SIZE AFTER: 211.5 SQM CO
MAY 2018 ARCHITECT: EDWARD MCCANN ARCHITE
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: REDSTONE ASSOCIATES M
ARCHIBUILD LONDON LTD _ ALEKSANDRE BOKKO LA
ARCHITECT: COUNTY PARTY WALL SURVEYOR: PAR
SLIDING DOORS: CORTIZO PHOTOGRAPHER: LYNDO

Ground floor plan
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DON’T MOVE, IMPROVE!
PROJECTS – BRINGING LIGHT IN

HOUSE

2

ion that fold back into the original

e is a terraced Balham townhouse with
ion that folds back onto the original living
the wrapping of rooms into open plan,
dining and living spaces with uncluttered
den.

SIZE AFTER: 160 SQM COMPLETED:
T: THOMAS AND SPIERS STRUCTURAL ENGINEER:
N CONTRACTOR: ELITE PROPERTY CONSTRUCTION
R: THOMAS AND SPIERS WITH CLIENT PARTY
ON WOODS ASSOCIATES PHOTOGRAPHER:

HACKNEY EXTENSION
HACKNEY DOWNS, HACKNEY, E8

A new garden pavilion with anodised aluminium slimline
glazing transforms the internal relationship of the Victorian
ground floor flat with the large rear garden
The new rear pavilion extension flanked by the existing
brick wall is sunken into the garden to gain ceiling height. The
roof promotes views out, while keeping the eaves low at the
back. A small courtyard frames the large original window to
the new bedroom, permeating light and ventilation. The rear
courtyard provides level outdoor space, with in-situ concrete
steps and planters forming the border with the main garden. The
fair-faced exposed concrete expressed the notion of carving into
the ground while also providing underpinning and reinforment.
On top of this concrete base is a steel and timber framed pavilion
with full width slimline glazed doors to the front and back. The
anodised aluminium door frames and fascias reflect the light and
surrounding garden greenery.

SIZE BEFORE: 78 SQM SIZE AFTER: 111 SQM COMPLETED: FEBRUARY 2018
ARCHITECT AND INTERIOR DESIGNER: PROCTOR & SHAW STRUCTURAL
ENGINEER: ENGINEERIA LTD. MAIN CONTRACTOR: CRANE DESIGN & BUILD LTD.
SLIDING DOORS: FINELINE ALUMINIUM ROOFLIGHT: VELUX CONCRETE
FLOOR: CONCRETE FLOORING COMPANY PHOTOGRAPHER: BEN BLOSSOM

Lower ground floor plan
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ORGE

connecting a Grade II-listed

the 12 sqm existing extension,
Grade II-listed townhouse to
nd floor living space. Made
ms, the external steel frame
t, with the I-Beams returning
nclosure is hung from this
ernal structure
lazed chamfered door
g onto a raised patio, whilst
to further improve the

018 ARCHITECT: CAN
AIN CONTRACTOR: JOHN D LTD.

POD HOUSE
HERNE HILL, SOUTHWARK, SE24

The main family functions are gathered in this full-width
rear extension facing the garden, with the re-built upper rear
return dramatically hanging above as a timber clad ‘pod’
As the centrepiece of the ground floor, the ‘pod’ – which
houses the family bathroom – hovers above the kitchen with roof
lights to all three sides and mirror cladding the supporting beams.
A power float concrete floor flows from inside to the landscaped
garden beyond. The unusal loft extension maximises the potential
space, opening up to and creating large rooms over two floor
levels. Internally, original details were retained, contrasting the
modern rear extension with the expression of robust materials
such as timber and concrete.

SIZE BEFORE: 202 SQM SIZE AFTER: 263 SQM COMPLETED: JUNE 2018
ARCHITECT: PROCTOR & SHAW STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: ENGINEERIA LTD.
MAIN CONTRACTOR: ORCHESTRATE LTD. PARTY WALL SURVEYOR:
WATSON WOODS PARTNERSHIP SLIDING DOORS: CORTIZO CONCRETE
FLOOR: STEYSON CONCRETE TIMBER CLADDING: METSAWOOD CLADDING
PHOTOGRAPHER: BEN BLOSSOM

REVEAL IN ROOF
CROUNCH END, HARINGEY, N8

Anthracite clad steel roof extensions and refu
of Victorian home

At the centre of four unique Victorian
conservation area, none with adapted roofs, th
responds to the existing condition and reads a
on the roof. The result is a thin steel reveal pro
to the new space, centrally positioned to ensu
existing bedrooms is maintained. A whitewash
gently touches the half landing, with unobstru
surrounding rooftops leading the way up into
the master suite, the roof structure is revealed
beams running across the space, culminating
in the flat dormer element extending to the la
the space to light and outside.

COST: £220,000 SIZE BEFORE: 143 SQM SIZE AFTE
COMPLETED: MAY 2018 ARCHITECT, INTERIOR DES
WALL SURVEYOR: CON | FORM ARCHITECTS STRUCT
MORPH STRUCTURES MAIN CONTRACTOR: INGENIO
PHOTOGRAPHER: NICK GUTTRIDGE

DON’T MOVE, IMPROVE!
PROJECTS – MATERIALITY

VER ROAD

clad rear extension to a double
home

emporary ground floor extension and loft
floor extension – clad in black zinc with
a kitchen space, a new dining / family
gured utilty, WC and boot room. Carefully
ng windows, the form is asymmetric with a
k to the existing building.

IZE AFTER: 198.5 SQM COMPLETED:
MEME ARCHITECTS LLP STRUCTURAL
G ENGINEERS MAIN CONTRACTOR:
G WORKS LTD. PARTY WALL SURVEYOR:
D GLAZING SUPPLIERS: MAXLIGHT
HOTOGRAPHER: SAM GRADY

MID-CENTURY HOUSE
CLAPHAM JUNCTION, WANDSWORTH, SW11

A post-war end-of-terrace house has been completely
refurbished and extended with a contemporary loft and
a modern rear extension by its architect owner
Inspired by the post-war utilitarian design of the original
building and mid-century American domestic architecture, the
house was extended and level access was created to an excavated
garden. The loft was extended with a crisp modern full-width
flat dormer. The ground floor extension built in light cream brick
contrasts the dark blue painted original brickwork. Glazing is
full height and width with thin capping details to disguise mass.
Roof and ceiling construction is exposed with discreet lighting,
making a feature of the original ceiling.

SIZE BEFORE: 126 SQM SIZE AFTER: 183 SQM COMPLETED: FEBRUARY 2018
ARCHITECT AND INTERIOR DESIGNER: PROCTOR & SHAW STRUCTURAL
ENGINEER: ENGINEERIA LTD. MAIN CONTRACTOR: WBS LONDON LTD.
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: SHELLEY HUGH-JONES GARDEN DESIGN
GLASS: MAXLIGHT PHOTOGRAPHER: STÅLE ERIKSEN
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E ROAD
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1980s extension with split level flooring
itchen areas, the design flattens the area
ething bold and contemporary

comprises two overlapping shelves,
ing brick structure of the original house
copper, the structure complements
ehind as it aged. Internally, separate
nternal spaces of the kitchen and a formal
ftly illuminate the sculptural ceiling of
nging together the modern shell with the
g glass panels allow the space to merge
owing for maximum light penetration. The
e ground level and from the back garden

E: 185 SQM SIZE AFTER: 188 SQM
8 ARCHITECT: UV ARCHITECTS STRUCTURAL
G MAIN CONTRACTOR: AGMA CONSTRUCTION
ADIO SIMS PHOTOGRAPHER: DAVID BUTLER

Making use of wood
Living a busy urban life means that designed space
in homes and extensions needs to provide a calming, relaxing
environment. The stress responses of the human sympathetic
nervous system, which controls our ‘fight or flight’ mechanism
and increases blood pressure and heart rate, are lowered by
wood in the built environment.
The aesthetic look and feel of wood are not its only advantages.
Architects and designers are using more wood for structures
and interiors for many reasons, from balancing humidity and
indoor air quality to its well-recognised ability to lock away
CO2 in building fabric and fittings for the lifetime of the
building itself.
Techniques from steam-bending to 3-D veneers offer a world
of creative possibilities. Researching innovative new uses of
materials is a great way to spark the imagination when building
your brief, for timber the annual Wood Awards are a great place
to start. Choosing the right wood for your scheme depends on
the strength and shaping required of the material, internal or
external durability, aesthetics – colour, texture, grain patterns,
and availability at a price which suits your budget. Finding
a specialist timber merchant is a good first move, to assure
sustainability and ethical sourcing we recommend finding a
Timber Trade Federation member. Their wealth of knowledge
may expand your horizons in terms of what is possible with
today’s wood engineering and technology.

David Hopkins, managing director, Timber Trade Federation
www.ttf.co.uk

@TimberTradeFed
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